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Face Covering Guidance - Updates
Social Distancing Guidance - Updates

Please keep six feet of distance between individuals.

coronavirus.pitt.edu
Concierge Stations, Building Access, and ATO

Concierge stations to remain in place thru the summer
• Stations will be manned by Allied Security Guards
• All Pitt Personnel need to scan into buildings

ATO
• Pitt faculty are now automatically authorized to enter Pitt buildings.
• Secured labs, research spaces, and private offices, for example, continue to remain locked under pre-COVID-19 protocols.
• Please advise your faculty that Pitt IDs will be required to enter buildings, but you do not need to grant them special permission through the ATO for summer teaching. If they need access to internal spaces, they will need to follow usual protocols to authorize their ID cards through Integrated Security
Vaccination Summary
Other Updates

Conformance Report provided to Senior Leadership

In addition to the information provided by the Ambassadors from the monthly surveys, information about contact tracing, health check app, and concierge stations was included.
Other Updates – Contact Tracing

• Percent faculty, staff and students called: 100%
• Percent of faculty, staff and students contacted within 12 hours: 99%
• Percent directly spoken to by phone: 90%

• Spring term number of students contacted: 1,104
• Spring term students placed in isolation: 655
• Contact tracers hired: 20 (9AM-9PM, 7 Days a Week)

Outcomes: All individuals identified were personally called by phone and sent a follow-up email. Contact tracers became a point of contact for many persons under quarantine. Contact tracers had a willingness to listen and often advocated on behalf of students when there was a dispute regarding exposure.
Other Updates – Health Check App

- Monitored from Oct 2020 through Jan 2021
- Persons contacted by EH&S for affirmative response on Health Check-In: 240

Outcomes: The Health Check program achieved a generally positive response with the Pitt Community, based on feedback received by EH&S.

Employees contacted after affirmative response for close contact or symptoms expressed reassurance that Pitt was monitoring the process and cared enough to call when persons indicated illness or exposure while on campus.
Other Updates – Building Safety Concierge Stations

• Number of buildings with stations: 51
• Number of stations: 71

• Medium average of shifts reporting per day (Pittsburgh): 70
• Pittsburgh campus: 280 student workers/40 faculty & staff

97% of shifts reported ALL persons arrived with a mask.
90% of shifts reported ALL persons properly wore a mask.
95% of shifts reported all persons used thermal scanners without objection.

Outcomes: 99% of concierges surveyed indicated the stations successfully promoted health and safety guidelines
Questions or Concerns?

EH&S Contact Information:
safety@ehs.pitt.edu
412-624-9505

Thank You!